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Abstract: Insofar as machine translation is based on computerized natural
language processing techniques, it still subscribes to the popular notion that the
best translations are not simple word-for-word translations . Consequently,
approaches to translation both by humans as well as machines face the same
difficulties. The need for analyzing structural similarities between .natural
languages (e.g., English and Arabic), going beyond the surface structure to
analyze the core meaning and translate concepts into other languages, among
other things, still holds . .

This paper maps out the pros and cons ofmachine translation in dealing with
problems of contextuality, culture-bound expressions, lexical and structural
ambiguity, and idiomatic expressions. · The paper .concludes that while
considering machine translation a step in the right direction, it is premature to
announce the birth of a full-fledged and independent approach to translation
which can replace ·human translators. Even by capturing word expressions and
building a database oftranslation phrases, computers cannot perform so well as
human translators in most types oftranslation, despite the computer 's ability to
save time, cost and effort.

1. Introduction

The European Association for Machine Translation (EAMT) -defmes
machine translation as "the application of computers to the task of
translating texts from one natural language to another" (Napier 2000, p.
lof 10, Internet). The same task is assumed by human translators who
convert a source language (SL) text into a target language (TL) text. The
question to pose then is whether or riot MT and human translation can co
exist in relative harmony. Or, can machine translation serve as a viable
alternative to human translators? Those and similar questions can be
answered if the MT system is assessed and the degree of its effectiveness
is brought to light and unveiled.

This paper sets to evaluate the current status of machine translation.
Our findings will be mapped against a set of linguistic, teclmical, and
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practical variables, which determine the effectiveness of machine
translation vis-a-vis the larger context of translation as a skill, art, and a
science.

2. MT Background

Speech synthesizers were introduced as early as the 1920s, but automatic
translation was first attempted by the Russian Petr Smirnov-Troyanskii in
the early 1930s. Machine translation proper, however, started in, the 1950s
with limited hardware and 'computer software. The aim was then to
achieve fully automatic high quality translation (FAHQT) which, at best;
is far way from being achieved. Consequently, emphasis was shifted to a
partially automatic system featuring human aided machine translation
(HAMT), and (MART), machine aided,human translation

With modern-day advances in technology and the resulting
dissemination of information and knowledge, together with globalization
and the highly sophisticated world communication network, human
translators face problems in coping with the large volume of business
oriented documents, trade, industry, politics and law, awaiting translation.
Thus the need for MT has become more pressing than any time before.
The "look" and "feel" characteristics of human translation have been
replaced With the "cost-saving" and "speed" of machinetranslation. But
the question of "accuracy" and "effectiveness" addressed in this paper;
and on which the choice between human translation and MT often
depends, is yet to be resolved. ,,/

.;./

3. Hypothesis

The paper builds on the assumption that Automatic Language Processing
Systems (ALPS) at the CTS level (Computer Translation System) are not
meant to replace the human translator (picken, 1986: 122). Language is
primarily a human phenomenon, and machines can only accelerate the
translation process. Regardless of the role of automation in the translation
system (i.e., whether fully or partially automated), the fact remains that
"not enough is known about the process of translation to enable ·a
computer to duplicate the efforts of a human being" (Stewart and
Vaillette, 2001 :445). This is in line with the thesis that there are
considerable advances in machine translation technology, but there is no
corresponding progress and accuracy to contend with the actual linguistic
level. .
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The paper takes sample texts from different disciplines and subjects them
to unassisted computer translation (CT). The data comprises a variety of
text types including: scientific and specialized technical texts, legal, .and
general texts, .in addition to culture-bound expressions; idioms,
collocations, instances of lexical and structural ambiguity, as well as
slang expressions which are likely to pose problems. Unassisted machine
translation sample excerpts are herein presented ~nd then checked for
correctness and accuracy. The problems are then identified, classified, and
discussed..The overall process of machine translation is thenassessed,
and suggestions for improvement will be made.

5. The Process of Machine Translation

The key to success in any act of translation is: (1) to analyze and
understand the SL text., (2) find TL lexical equivalents, (3) construct
grammatical TL texts. This requires a stage of parsing the SL sentences
into their constituents according to form, function, and interrelationships.
It also requires semantic 'and syntactic information, in addition to
knowledge of morphological rules and the dictionary. The MTsystem
design is either fully or partially automatic. Contrary to partially
automatic systems, fully automatic systems rule out any human
intervention in the translation process. Partial automation however
.undergoes three steps ofhuman intervention: . ,r

. . .'
(1) pre-editing the text (i.e., rewriting the text in a clear and controlled
language,
(2) Designing the system to be interactive (i.e., allowing a person to resolve
ambiguities), and
(3) post-editing, involving revision of the machine output and converting the
SL text into an idiomatic version of the Tl, (ibid: 447).

An MT system design should consider whether the document is of a
limited type or a general one.. For all practical purposes it is easier to
translate a limited type document in a more restricted field. A case in
point is the "Canadian METEO .system for translating weather reports
from English into French, which translates about 30 million words a year
with 93% accuracy, while admitting that MT systems still have a long
way to go" (ibid: 448). But as we pointed out earlier, due to the volume of
work to be done, computer-assisted translation for general and limited-
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type documents is on the rise, despite the fact that "language is
fundamentally a human phenomenon, so rich, so unpredictable, it can
only suffer if forced in a straightjacket by a machine which is very
powerful but fundamentally brainless" (picken, 1986: 120). According to
lIutchins(2001): .

demand for translation may be divided into threemain groups: (1) translation
of publishable quality (i.e., for dissemination) (2) short-lived documents for
information gathering provided in an unedited form: translation for
assimilation, and (3) on-the-spot translation-s-the role of the .interpreter.. .

But a viable MT system niust not restrict itself to a bilingual dictionary
and limited knowledge of grammar; it should entail real world
knowledge, which is often non-linguistic (Napier, 2000: p.I of 10,
Internet). Translation is more than the substitution of words and
grammatical structures. To cater for the needs and goals of international
organizations, companies and businesses, the machine translation
contribution has taken two forms: the unassisted MT, and the assisted
MT.

6. The Reality of Machine Translation

- "- - _. - -- .. -

In this section ofthe .paper we Will shed light on the actual performance
of the MT systems by evaluating their effectiveness in the translation of
different text types. Effectiveness is here judged in terms of the accuracy,
correctness and acceptability of the machin'e translation output by

'"professional human translators. Unassisted machine translation sample
excerpts will be presented herein and then checked for correctness and
accuracy. The English texts have been translated into Arabic through
several computer software programs: "Tarjim. Ajeeb"; "AImisbar";
and "AI Waft".

6.1. Sample Text 1: Economy: CNN & Money Magazine

"What if they 'Pull an Enron?'"

- "I have $10,000 in my 401 (k) plan at work that is 100percent invested in
my employer's stock. Ifmy company pulls an Enron, I could lose everything.
Since I'm fully vested in both my own and my employer 's contributions,
should I rollover to an IRA. "
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- "Ifyou are simply willing to take on a much higher level ofrisk for a shot of
higher returns (though the Enron saga shows how truly difficult it can be to
gauge risk vs reward). "

"But ifI find it hard to envision any reasonable scenario here it makes sense
for you to hold 100 percent ofyour 401 (k) in company stocks.

4.W\ ~ , • • .jA c,? jJ\ J.u.\\~~\ c,r. ~t~ll (~ £. , J\ ~ $' " • . . c,?J1

~9- ~ .9-~ JS ~I 61 USA:! ' ul)1 ~.P u.lJ. \j\ .~ y.::.k:l ~Lo u-!u~1
. ~,·i) c,?1 ~I ~~..I:i\ \.j\u.Jo'-"'~ y.::.k:l uw.t.......J t.><=lt3. c,? W~c) L.W

.illj tAJ) ~I ~I~ c) J.llhlI~ 411,£:.~ LSJlua.4~ 6\ 4.bL...:: LPI.J U.iS Ijl-
(0l!1.S.A~ .t..=. II W .'.•e . 'j "c, t:b.~ I...hS .• t:.., .\~

' . ~ (jlI.. u.:t"':l U U"""'= • " ~ ..J1l"""':! W..>J.

JI 6A 4.W\ u-! , .• &....l.ill 9-~\~~J!~ .J-l...J~ LSI~~o~1~
- - - .u.;:..; 6J...?-~1 ..l~~ c) ~ ~WI (~- £ • ,

Results: The software employed in the MT through the computer-based
Internet system performed a fully-automated operation free from human
intervention. The SL text (i.e., the English original) was fed into -the
computer without any human intervention of pre or post editing. The
Arabic text which resulted from the translation turned out to be distorted
at two levels: form and content. The type of !r.anslation desired here is a
professional one ofpublishable quality, however, the outcome proved to
be contrary to the expectations. The major flaws detected in the
translation includethe following:

1. The text lacks the cultural and linguistic skills of a human translator.
2. The computer simply manipulates symbols, replaces and rearranges

characters, without maintaining textual cohesion, unity, and real
world knowledge to generate meaning.

3. The machine has mainly performed a mechanical job of substituting
words in isolation regardless of context, producing inappropriate
literal translations 'like: "\J~ If for "pulled"; 1f~L.1f for "stock"; "A..llb"
for "shot", IfJ.R-J~" for "in company", "LJJ:>..:!1f for "stocks", among
others, to do away with the unity and meaning of the TL (i.e.,
Arabic) text. "

4. Implementing a linear, left-to-right technique of translation and
replacement of lexical items, ending up with awkward strings like: ·
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Also, the string in the opening paragraph:

~t- ~1..A ~ u~1 ~\ ~ , •• .JIll ,:?lll J,Alf~ ~I c.r.~W, -
. ~..?'..I:il uy... ,~ ~t- uWL..w.J (.)'Q~ ':? l.oA~ ~ 1..AW ~I' l1A~

Similarly, the opening sentence in the second paragraph which reads:

o...ell ;G .,.11 ~I ~.iklIL~ .l.J'" ., \"'- J ~r4 .', .(~ ."1 "1.=. u.li ..;
~ ~ . -. u- . :!.J:HJJl. c.s- ~u- u.:r- w• .}J •

•~jJ. i'+'-"~~W-W\ (~ t • 'Jl

Obviously, there are serious problems with the linguistic output. The
sentences are fragmentary, and the structures lack syntactic accuracy as to
word order, gender agreement, inadequate lexical choices,
decontextualization, and lack of paragraph unity, cohesion, and semantic
relevance.

6.2. Sample Text 2: Science and Space II Software: tarjim.ajeeb .

. . "~i_nge(} rocket la.ullcbe.s ~al~:9' .eXJlI?rer"

A 'modified L-10ll stargazer jumbo jet lifted offfrom 'cap e Canaveral Air
Force Station shortly after 7 a.m. EDT, carrying a Pegasus rocket. An hour
later, the 55-foot rocket was released at 39, 000 f eet and allowed to free-fall
for five seconds before its first stage fired, propelling the satellite into space.

The heart of the galaxy Evolution Explorer, GALEX, is a 19.7-inch
diameter telescope that will provide a wide-angle view ofthe ultraviolet light
emitted by distant galaxies. By measuring the ultraviolet light, astronomers
hope to learn more about galaxies dominated by hot, short-lived stars that
give offa great deal ofenergy at that wave length"

The Columbia broke up February 1 as it entered the atmosphere 39
miles over Texas, killing all seven astronauts and grounding the shuttle fleet.

I.=.~ V~ JI~LilS ~~ ul~~ 6A uilii oyLb.ll JJs..o , • \ ' -J\~
~').F-~..l! 0 0 J~ t.J.)L....::JI , ~LuJ\ Js.: 0"'y...~ t.J.)t- J,...:..:l ,~~jJ.~,jj
,.)LiJI Ullb\ ~.J"il ~.JA 01 J.:! ~\~ :c.........:... o.w ..rJ\ .l=.wl ~\ ~.J ~.l! rv .. ••

• I'~I ~ ~1..1...o1.l\ ,JA1J\ ~..I:i
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J..9J:!.u. c.5~1 6.J: V..9'" J~ fl y.."s...J:i'U'4l.:J...91 , o~1 .).jb:i I .,~!<;, ,,, ~
, ""~AA" "-'1 Ui.lo~I~I~u~ "~AA'I ......lIo,,<.~·~ u.r- "".:r-' U"'., ., ".J'+4~ u.r- ~..,-..... ..r.- :!.J.)
.)~~, ~t..... ~~I o~ i'~ o~1 wl~~)is\ F\ ~l; ..illill ",L.k:.

•~.."..J\ .ill:lc) ~lbll 6A...>flS.l1

Jl..9')~ JS cJ:ji 'U"Lu..S:i~~ '" .. ~I ~J (LoS)~...J:!l~ \ ~.jl..".s~

ill#1 J.Jb....1 ~}J' ~ ~..9..9 ",l,,49

Results: Again, this scientific, space-oriented text· displays cases of
discrepancy and unrelatedness similar to those outlined in the .previous
text(text 1). A few examples may be cited from the Arabic translation: .

u.e .)~ 'J.!fi:~~ w#SJb~ V~ ...~ wI..,,!~ 6A~I ojllbll J.lL4
, .)W\ w:i1b\ cJJJ1"lf.lhJA wi Ji! wl.]J~ o.1A.l ~\ ~~\~I ~..9"'i'.li r .....

. ",WillI .c) ~~I .;.iiI1~.l:l .

The same applies to the output of the second paragraph, namely:

. ~.) J..9J:!.u. c.5~1 6.J: , ..,v J~ fl y.."s...J:i 'U'4l.:J...9\ ,,;~I~ I i,~!<i,,!Q ~
.. o.l..11u11 wi .- .Ill ~ . ~.~. LA'\ . .....110 ..e ,, ., . ~, ~~~ "'.:r-"" ..r.-

The same is true about the following string:

JI..9')~ JS cJ:ji 'U"~~~ r .. ~\ J.:..JJW)~..>:i\~ , ~.jl..".s~.
..' ,ill#! J~I ~jJI~ ~..9..9 ",l,,49

The point to make here is that the two texts (1 and 2) manifested, to a
great extent, the same type of translation errors. This reaffirms that even
in highly specialized technical texts (business and space) the unassisted
machine translation systems fall short of achieving the goal of rendering
accurate TL equivalents as computers have no knowledge of the world to
resolve the ambiguities beyond what they are originally programmed to
recognize, such as the meanings of words and phrases if at all sustainable,
at best. The text lacks the cohesive devices which are necessary for
stringing different paragraphs. Such findings provide counter evidence to
the common belief that scientific texts are. much more responsive to
machine translation than legal and literary texts where computers do not
work well.
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6.3. Sample Text 3: Legal II Software: almisbar

Date: 7. 5.2003 , http://www.almisbar.com/salam trans.htmlll

"NRA, Justice plan appeal of campaign finance ruling to Supreme
Court"

- "Lawyers on both sides ofthe fight over the constitutionality ofthe nation's
campaign finance law have informed a federal court they will appeal its
ruling striking down some ofthe new rules and upholding others."

-'. "Acting on a cornerstone of the law, the court on Friday struck down part
ofa ban on the raising of so-called "soft money, " the corporate and union
contributions ofany size and unlimited donations ofany source. "

~\ t.w....J\ ~\ u...:J\ J..:1LA ..J) ~\.1.i J..\C.J ($1 J uT~

~\~I A...t'l1\ u..,. J..:1LA ~~ ~Jl..-.l ~ J.s~' 6:!:U~\ ~~ ~b.4

.6l...F-'l1\..}iJ..J o.l:!~\ ..\C.\jil\~~ ($ll\ A...W. 6JL~ rA ciU\ a.:.lWI

U"'"""':! LA W.lA~~~, ~..9:!~..P.- t.w....J\ ~I ,u..".,iU1\ ~\j~ J!Ju~
" • .)..lJ.44 ($~ O.lJ~ Y.J;..~U=..J:UJ F ($1 :tsAJ .l~"'l1\ ~Wl~._

Results: The lack of harmony, symmetry, and equivalence between the
English original text and the Arabic translation renders a mismatch.
Sentences like: ,vr

configure clear discrepancy in the computer translation. Whereas a legal
text is expected to be unequivocally clear, the output text is way off the
desired outcome. The same applies to the second paragraph which lacks
the minimum criterion of lexical equivalence, .grammatical
correspondence and agreement, as well as unity, coherence, and flow.

6.4 Sample Text 4: Generall/Software: "AI Waft"

- "A lot of black hats are very young," Mark said. Lots ofpeople change
their behavior as they mature. A lot of times as these guys grow older, they
come to realize that what they've done was not in the best interest of
everybody else. I've seen many black hats eventually get their jobs as system
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administrators, and sometimes then they realize that what they've been doing
is incorrect. "

Some experts caution that the white hats may need to re-evaluate their
practice ofdisseminating information about security holes.

- "The assumption is I have to have the exploit to see ifthe fix works. But
then! have to put thefzx in place to see ifthe exploit works. It's a vicious
circle, and that's a problem, " Spafford said.

L.5 ~."L. w.J:!i.= (j'IW\ 6"~\ ...::..Jlj~ ,I~ '&~ ;'\..l~\ w¥' 6"~I
~ lA 64 1.jS.)..l:! 61~ ,u....);IS1~uau...J.~\I ;.~~ wljJ~\ 6"~\.~

w¥1 6A ..l:!.ls.ll ..:yl.) ~ wl.~lJj I$. t...~ JS.I ~~\ i"lA:l.l.~\ ~ l~lS lAI~ ..l!
l.jllj t....J \~lS ~ t... 64 ~.)..l:! 6jlll~IJ 'i"~ ... I.)-w ~'+lll c) J~I~ ,.l..l~l

. ".6.J.lb1.3..6~

.)~ ~.)lAA I"Ji9, ~6i [~lA:.;1;.~1 w¥1 C$lll w.)b.:! ;.1.JP.lI u:=:
.6"\11 wL:.:i! J..? wt...~\

JjWI c-al 61~ wI ujl US1 j J.u:J JjWI \j\ c.S..P uI o.)WI :u.T 61~ wi ~.."Jl\"
.Jlj ..l.)~~ ",~.ill:lJ,~.;LUb. <ll\ .J..o.t.:! o.)W\ \jl c.SY. 61 ~\6lS.A.11 ui

. -

Results: The unassisted computer translation of this general text confused
the proper noun (i.e., the personal name) "Mark" with the common noun
"mark" (~), to throw into disarray the entire text. In the second

. . / !

paragraph, the Arabic translation equates ilie word "that' with its literal.
Arabic counterpart ""<.,?.)jl, instead of the correct equivalent of "04",
according to context. Likewise, the string which reads:

.~l.,\j I$. lA~ JS.I ~~l i"lA:l.l.~\ ~ l~lS t... I~ ~ ~ t... 641.jS.)..l:! 01 6~
w¥\ 6" ..l:!.ls.ll ..:yl.) ~ wI

poses another serious problem in terms of meaning and relatedness. In
addition, the Arabic reporting verb and agent:" JI.§ ..l.)';'~", should come at
the beginning of the quoted matter to introduce it, and not at the end. In
addition, the Arabic translation copies the English word order (SVO) and
not the Arabic (VSO) order, as is the case in: .
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"UJ.Jh:!.,.I..;,.:Jl~" instead of: II.,.I..;,.:JI~.J~j', among others.

6.5. Text Type 5: idioms andExpresslonsz/ Software: tarjim ajeeb
. t • •

1. A monkey on his back ~\.;ill c;-a,.,;.b J.;! .

2. Sittingon a fence ..J.J'-"~ w-J4.
3. On a shoe stringi ~\.l:..~~

4. Take someone f or a ride Lo~ e~.

5. Pass the buck ~\ JA:! . '

6. Pull a f ast one ~t.:i.u.\.j~\ (

7. Like water offa duck's back :.):(JA .Ji:-
8. Jump down one's throat ~ oA .u.\.j Ji,u.\ ~j.W\

9. Like a bat out ofhell ~I' . Jl..- •. (jAY~
10. He kicked the bucket ~Lo

Resuits: The bulk of the translations shows a tendency to adopt the word
for-word translation strategy. The computer fails to recognize the special
nature of an idiom in which the total meapirig is not based on the
meanings of the individual words of which itis composed. This is not to
rule out the possibility of coming across some sporadic cases of correct
translations as in 4, 7, and 10, above.

6.6 Text Type 6: Slang II Software: tarjim ajeeb

1. Full ofbaloney ~."l.J:'o: 9.' .jl..u
2. Go ballistics UJ\:ill\~ ~:Y

3. Beat it .JA 4.!..l

4. A knee-jerk reaction r.$~Jaj ..l..J
5. Can it .JA~
6. He's gone round the bend ~1 Jj~~ I"l!.l!
7. He's a few sandwiches short of a ~j.i~. J¥ .::.w.;.,.iJi..u..JA

picnic
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6.7 Text Type 7: Culture-boundExpressionsIISoftware:Almfsbar.com

- There is going to be a garage sale next week
I'..lUJ\ t~'i\ yTjA c::~~l1ll

- Our wide receivers were rusty
UJ.l~ \-J-l"tS~~I UyJ:i.u...o
- Our team sufferedfrom the successive power plays against us
U~ 4..:!\.U..J\ ~4->PJr ~~~\ 6A c.r~ ~

- They scored three touchdowns and two field goals
Jb. c)~,J b~~ I.jJ..?-i

Results: The SL sentences addressed some aspects of the American
culture, namely specific sports and the ·"garage sale" experience. Again,
the computer translation show~d a mismatch, due to lack .of cultural
equivalents in the Arabic model. The translation strategy used here is one
of "literal" and "word-for-word" substitutions, irrespective of context. For
example, the elements: "garage sale, wide receivers, power plays, and
touchdowns", have been translated as: Y\JA ~' LJ~yJl \..j~ ,

¥~~\ w~~\ and .bJ:A>, respectively.

7. Discussion of Results
. f . .

In this mode of unassisted computer translation three computer software
programs, namely: "tarjum ajeeb", "alwafi", ·and "almisbar", have
been applied. It is unfortunate however to note that none of these
programs succeeded in converting the SL text into an idiomatic version of
the TL text. If anything, the results prove ·beyond any doubt that fully
automatic translation systems (FAHQT) have failed to achieve their

. goals. Rather, the networked machine translation with no · human
involvement amounts to "an on-line' immediate 'rough' translation with no
post-editing treatment. Examples of this form of MT include IBM
alphaworks, native search, Babel Fish 2020, Worldlingo and Dragon
Systems" (Hutchins; 2001, page 7 of9; Internet).

According to Napier (2000: page 1 of 10lInternet) the result of this
type of translation is an "unpublished text and gives only a gist of the
source, hence the term 'gisting'." The emerging difficulties and problems
are here instigated by a variety of sources, such as: lexical ambiguity,
structural ambiguity, idioms, collocations, and the like. The result is lack
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of understanding of the language, world, text, and context, and
consequently failure to create meaning, leading to awkward translations
as shown in the seven types of translation cited above.

The incidence of the words"pull" and "stock" in the text 1,"
entitled: "What if they 'pull an 'Enron?" which were erroneously

, translated into Arabic as: ~ and ~l.A respectively, instead of ~.Y':l

~~I and ~I, is indicative of awkward and unidiomatic computer
translation output. The same applies to the rest of the texts (2 through 7).
For the sake of brevity, only one example will be cited from each text
type.

Text WordlPhrase MToutput ideal translation

2 grounding ua.J':lI~~..9 ~jl\ uU:!1

3 iustice J~ ~\1

4 Mark ~

~~I

5 pass the buck u+l=JI JA:! ~..9.J-A J.W: "J
6 beat it .Jka 4jJ uts..J\ ~Ji\

7 touch down 11 . uJAa jl.F-1 ...J:A
(~...JA':l1 ",Jill o.fi~ ~)

The above examples pose problems oflexical ;qulvalence at the word and
the phrase level. The problems reside in the :fact that many of the words
have more than one meaning (i.e., homophony), leading to lexical
ambiguity. In such cases, only context can determine the right
translational equivalent in the TL, something which machine translation
often ignores as it treats each lexical item as a separate and independent
entity irrespective of context.

The problem is. aggravated when it combines with structural
ambiguity . Here , the total meaning is distorted due to the lack of formal
correspondence, cohesion, unity and flow. The computer translation of
the texts cited above poses serious problems due to the lack of identity
between the SL and the TL structures. A case in point is the Arabic
translation of the following paragraph from Text 1: "What if they 'pull
an Enron?" The English text reads:

"The question, then, is what to do about it. Your solution ofrolling your 401
(k) money into a rollover IRA would be a good one, ifyou were able to do-it.
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Unfortunately, regardless of whether you're fully vested or not, such
rollovers are only allowedwhen you leave a company to retire or switch to
another job. "

The Arabic computer translation has been rendered as:

~ .y\ J ~T c) JWI ~~WI (c!.l) f " J\ ~..?-.ll ~ .uc J-.; Ij1.4 ,~ ,JI,;..J\
o~ Ji...'~ .jl1.4t...:i t::l;!jjJ 9'\..9-'-" {,p piu~ ,u...-bU.u.w 6\ \J.lll...::.us Ijl ,~

.~T J..op ~l J.p.:iJ\ .j\ .lCl:i:ilI 4.-sy:. ~ji:i 1.4,ljC .6i9~ "'::'.lI..,pJ\

which yields unacceptable TL choices.
. Another major problem in the machine translation output is failure

to insert proper cohesive devices such as .conjunctions and adverbial
connectors which provide textual cofi~sion. Such devices · are
characteristic of Arabic writing as each paragraph is connected with the
previous one with a conjunction like "and", which is the equivalent of
Arabic (-,). .

The lack of real world knowledge arid the relationships among
things and how they fit together to generate meaning pose another
problem to the 'MT product. Personal names like Arabic '\.~jA"and

English "April" were not recognized as personal names and thus were
translated as "entertainer" and "04", respectively. Meanwhile, the MT
works very well when there is no need for world knowledge and there is a
controlled language as is the case in METEO, mentioned above.

Another drawback in the MT product is misspelled words, which
adversely affects the translation of the entire sentences and' consequently
affects total meaning. For example, the phrase "Supreme Court" was
transliterated as "w.Jfi ~y.y.iJ" because it was erroneously entered in the
SL text as one word: "SupremeCourt" instead of two. In such cases users

From the outset, a reading of the Arabic text leads you astray, as it lacks
the basic requirements of textuality, coherence, and cohesion, let alone
meaning. For instance, the English string: "what to do about It" was
translated as: "<\..k. J..,y.\~Lo", instead of "J=J\ JA Lo", is totally unacceptable

. as is and needs further editing and intervention (i.e., post-editing) to fix it.
Similarly, the string which reads ... of rolling your 401 (k) money . . .etc.,
has been translated into Arabic as: .

"JW\ ~ ~WI (c!.l) t ., J\ ~..?-.l.l"
which again shows lack of gender agreement between 4 0..,.....,WI and (~

£ ., JI. Another problem resides. in the rendering of "literal" translation
for the string: "whether you're fully vested or not" as:

"~.jI1.4w t::l;!jjJ 9'~~'
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are encouraged to use the spelling checkers before resorting to machine
translation.

In view of the above, it is obvious that a fully automated MT
system is still unachievable as good machine translation must consist of
more than a bilingual dictionary and knowledge for mechanical
substitution regardless of meaning. In this networked MT system, Petrits
et al. (2001: p. 7 of 9fInternet) consider ' computers as "merely
manipulators of symbols (replacing and rearranging strings of
characters)." In this case the need arises for a more practical system
which utilizes the MT services to the optimum degree possible while
aiming at a meaningful and clear TL output. This can be achieved if we
do not dismiss the human factor and refrain from considering the machine
as an alternative to human translation. In other words, we need to make
the'best of our human and technical resources by opting for the assisted
MT, which uses a human translator to "clear up after and sometimes
before translation in order to get better quality results". Assisted MT can
be divided into Human Aided Machine Translation (HAMT), and
Machine Aided Human Trarislation (MART) or Computer Aided
Translation (CAT)" (Napier 2000: p.l of 10/Internet).

. In the two modes of Computer Assisted translation, Napier (2000:
p. 3 of lO/Internet) explicates that human translators can take great
advantages from the technological-advances which-provide for MT "to
evolve as a productivity tool which enables translators to use the
extensive memories now available" such as: furnishing a "side-by-side

. printout of any translated document, coding as a default entry the most
common meaning of a group ofwords and pfu.ases, furnishing lists ofKey
Words in Context (KWIC)."

The translation memory software ' has taken the form of
workstations which enable professional translators to gain 'access to
sophisticated translation tools such as the dictionaries which aid and
support human translators. It enables them to create, store, align and
search data-base of previously translated texts ( e.g., general translation
memory data-base, specialist dictionary for idioms, user dictionary for
words added or updated, among other things).

The considerable speed, of approximately 1000 words per minute,
and the cost saving offered by the machine translation, together with the
"look and feel" of human translators make the best of a combined
schemata of HAMT, MART fCAT. The rough translations produced by
computers are revised (e.g., post-editing, and pre-editing by using
controlled language). This is realized by "reducing or eliminating lexical'
ambiguity and simplifying complex 'sentence structure" (Hutchins, 2002:
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p. 1 of 3, Internet). It follows then that translation workstations can be of
great help to professional translators whose demand for translation
focuses on the publishable quality. This proposition coincides with
Hutchins' (1997: p. 1 of 8/Internet) argument that "MT and human
translation can and will coexist in relative harmony." It is imperative then
that good quality translation which requires one interchange (i.e., when
the content is sensitive) can only be satisfied by human translators. But
this is not to cancel the 'role played by the machine in maintaining higher
productivity and consistency especially when the quality of the output is
not of publishable quality and of little importance (i.e., translation for .
dissemination and low circulation technical reports which -serve as rough
versions to aid comprehension).

. While acknowledging the role of machine translation to some
degree, it should be pointed out, according to Napier (2000: pAof
10/Internet) that the quality and the benefits derived from the MT systems
depend on: "(1) the type of source text (i.e.; general or specialized, .(2) .
quality of source text (i.e., written in good or poor quality), (3) the time
spent on the development of the system, and (4) affinity of the languages
combined (i.e., being .of the same family)." For instance, typographic
errors and grammatical errors affect negatively the quality of the machine
translation output.

In her article "Professor to improve Arabic translation. by
.computer" Cavalli-Sforza (2003: p. 2 of 3/Intemet) reports that

computers are still quite far from performing aswell as human translators ... ,
but if a human translator cango over the 'butput of a machine translation
system and make just a few corrections, his or her productivity can be
enhanced by having that tool available.

8. Conclusion

.Based on the data retrieved from seven types of texts, and in view of the
analysis and discussion of results, this paper has demonstrated that the
current status of machine translation is still questionable. It has been
shown that a fully automated MT system is still unachieved, and "after
fifty years of research the true art of good quality machine translation
remains a mystery." (Napier, 2000: p. 7 of9/Internet). .

Our findings lend support to the belief that machine translation .
does not pose a threat to human translators. On the contrary, we have
noticed that by virtue of technological advancement, computers can be a
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valu~ble productivity tool to professional translators as they provide
higher productivity "and increase consistency. At the same time, CAT can
provide the features of auto text, search, replace and spell check. But if
we are to opt for one type of MT, I support the assisted type against the
unassisted (FAHQT). Also for the choice between the two types of
computer assisted translation, I subscribe to the Human Assisted Machine
Translation (HAMT) thesis against the Machine Assisted Human
Translation (MART). After all, machine translation is here to stay
regardless of its limited contribution and effectiveness "as a pure and
independent fully automatic. system "free "from human intervention and
assistance.
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